New from Sri Harold

The ECK Study Program—Mission Renewed

(For developed countries, effective August 1, 2013)*

New Discourse Format

Sri Harold Klemp, the Mahanta, the Living ECK Master is updating the presentation of the ECK discourses with a greater current of the Light and Sound of God. The new discourse format will have workbook activities, as well as spiritual exercises and audio excerpts on CD.

These special activities will help you be more aware of the Master’s love and presence—in your dreams, daily life, and contemplations.

All seventeen discourse series (in English) will be in the new format by April 2019.

Special Gift for Youth

Each membership with youth will now include four issues of the Letter of Light each year. This uplifting, colorful publication carries a Q&A column from the Master, along with articles, illustrations, puzzles, and more!

Each issue shines with the spiritual adventures of young Eckists around the world and nurtures their joy and growth in ECK. (Subscriptions are still available to ECK adults.)

Special Gift for Youth

Easy Membership Donation Options

The doorway to ECK membership is opening wider for all. You are welcome to give as you are able. You now can make monthly donations using a credit card in the amount of your choosing.

Donation ranges are suggestions and help bring the benefits of ECKANKAR membership to you throughout the year. Your gifts are greatly appreciated!

Completed All Discourses?

Chelas who have completed the first seventeen years of ECK discourse study will now receive the updated discourses in sequence as part of their membership.

This gift from the Master can change your life.

"To me, it seems as if the mission of every day, every moment, in every world, is being renewed in the Master’s love!"

—EK

Update to Family Membership

A family membership is for a couple who live together, and both adult members will now receive their own personal copy of the ECK discourses and Mystic World.

All other adults in the household (age 18 and over) will have their own memberships.

* Developing countries: New discourse format effective August 1, 2013. ECKANKAR is researching ways to deliver all the expanded membership benefits to your countries. Thank you for your patience and understanding!
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